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Product Codes
To avoid any confusion, please always provide 
the product code when ordering or referring 
to any item. Please also be sure to note the 
appropriate suffix (if applicable).

Trade Account Facilities
Accounts are available in the UK and worldwide 
to approved trade customers, subject to our 
normal terms of trade. If you would like to 
open an account, please visit our website and 
complete the application form.

Website
Our website details our full product range and is 
updated when new products are launched. 
www.kenro.co.uk

Terms of Trade
All orders are accepted subject to our Terms 
of Trade, as shown on our website and in our 
current price list.

Product Availability
We carry very large back up stocks of the 
majority of our product ranges, so you can order 
with confidence.

Buy Online
Account holders in the UK can buy online 24/7 
from our website. If you have an account and 
would like a log in for the online trade store, 
please contact the sales office. 

Same Day Dispatch
We pride ourselves on offering an efficient 
service to our customers. All standard orders 
received by 12pm on a business day are 
dispatched the same day, subject to product 
availability. Most UK mainland deliveries are 
made within 2 working days.

Opening Hours
Our sales office hours are 9am to 5pm Monday 
to Thursday, and 9am to 4.30pm on Fridays. We 
are closed on public holidays.

Replacement Products
Occasionally, changes are made to improve the 
specification, packaging or quality of products. 
In the event of this occurring, Kenro reserves the 
right to supply suitable replacements without 
prior notice.

Trade Showroom
We have a spacious and well-equipped 
showroom at our Swindon head office. The 
showroom is operated on a strict appointment-
only basis for trade customers. Access is not 
available to the general public.

Photo and Video Equipment
As well as stocking a great range of photo 
albums, frames and hardware under our own 
brand, Kenro is the UK and Ireland distributor for 
a number of photo and video equipment brands. 
Other brands that we distribute include Nissin 
flash products, Marumi filters, NanLite LED 
lighting and Takeway.

How to Order / Information for Trade Buyers
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MICROPHONES
KNMC101 KNMC102

Type Lavalier Shotgun

Polar pattern Omnidirectional Cardioid

Frequency response 65 Hz ~ 18 kHz 35 ~ 18 kHz +/- 3dB

Sensitivity -30 +/- 3 dB (0 dB = 
1V / Pa, at 1 kHz)

-42 +/- 1 dB (0 dB = 
1V / Pa, at 1 kHz)

Signal to noise ratio 74 dB SPL 76 dB SPL

Output 3.5mm (1/8”) 4-pole 
gold plug

3.5mm TRS and 
TRRS connector

Dimensions Cable: 6m / 20ft 22 x 22 x 81mm

Weight Microphone - 2.5g; 
Power module: 18g 86g

Battery 1 x LR44 (included) None required

Record high quality audio to your DSLR camera, 
camcorder, smartphone, audio recorder, action 
cam or any other recording device with Kenro’s 
easy-to-use, plug and play microphone solutions.

Supplied with a 2-year UK warranty and 
everything you need to start working straight 
out of the box, these simple solutions give you  
hassle-free, professional quality sound on a budget.

Kenro Lavalier Microphone
KNMC101
This omnidirectional lavalier clip-on microphone is 
powered by one LR44 battery (included) and comes 
complete with all you need straight out of the box. 

If features a high quality condenser and low handling 
noise, plus a 6m long cable for maximum freedom 
of movement, making it ideal for use in any scenario 
where one individual is speaking directly to camera. 

Kenro Universal Cardioid Microphone
KNMC102
This lightweight cardioid shotgun-style microphone 
features a cold shoe mount allowing it to be mounted 
directly onto a camera or audio mixer. 

No battery is required – the microphone connects 
directly to your recording device via the included 3.5mm 
audio cable. A professional furry windshield is included, 
and the metal body ensures maximum longevity.
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Kenro’s range of video tripod kits, heads and 
slider is designed for ease of use, reliability and 
affordability. In a choice of 8-layer carbon fibre or 
high quality aluminium alloy, it includes a video 
monopod with a fold-out base for additional 
stability when space is at a premium, plus a 
standard video tripod for regular filming needs. 
It also features an ultra-stable twin tube video 
tripod in aluminium, with a three section, dual 
leg system and mid-section spreader for extra 
rigidity and peace of mind.

Each tripod and monopod is matched with a 
fluid-action, two-way pan and tilt head, with built-
in spirit level, quick release plate and adjustable 
foam-lined handle. They are supplied in padded 
carry cases with a 6-year limited warranty.

Also available in this range are two Kenro video 
heads, for smaller and larger loads, a bowl head 
adapter, and our innovative double distance 
slider, which is ingeniously engineered to offer 
greater range of motion than its actual length.

VIDEO TRIPODS

KENVT101A KENVT101C KENVT102 KENVT102C KENVT103

Type Monopod Monopod Tripod Tripod Tripod

Material Aluminium Carbon Fibre Aluminium Carbon Fibre Aluminium

Number of sections 5 5 3 3 3

Leg locking mechanism Flip lock Flip lock Flip lock Flip lock Twist lock

Maximum Leg Diameter 34.5mm 34.5mm 28mm 31mm 16mm

Minimum Leg Diameter 22mm 22mm 22mm 24mm 14mm

Maximum Working Height 1590mm 1590mm 1590mm 1700mm 1850mm

Minimum Working Height 635mm 635mm 245mm 250mm 855mm

Folded Length 635mm 635mm 790mm 840mm 900mm

Weight 2.06kg 1.96kg 2.8kg 2.8kg 4.5kg

Maximum Load 5kg 5kg 5kg 6kg 6kg
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Kenro Double Distance Slider
KENVT104
This cleverly designed slider extends seamlessly in either direction when mounted on a tripod, offering double the 
usual range of motion for its size, delivering the perfect combination of portability and performance.  
Use it on a flat surface for greater load capacity (6kg), or on a tripod for more range (76cm).

With its aluminium construction, this slider is both strong and lightweight, and the  
smooth, belt-driven movement gives beautifully clean footage. This easy-to-use, 
affordable system adds a professional edge to any video footage.

Kenro Video Heads & Bowl Adapter
Kenro video heads are light and compact with a good load bearing capacity. They are fluid action and supplied with 
an adjustable pan handle and quick release plate. These heads have a flat base to fit standard tripods. A 65mm video 
head bowl adapter is also available separately.

Kenro 
Video 
Monopod 
KENVT101

Kenro Standard 
Video Tripod 
KENVT102

Kenro 
Twin Tube 

Video Tripod 
KENVT103

Kenro Bowl Head Adapter 
KENVHA1
Base diameter: 75mm
Bush thread: 3/8”
Weight 209g

Kenro Video Head VH01F (Small)
KENVH01F
Base diameter: 65mm
Bush thread: 3/8”
Weight 960g
Maximum load: 5kg

Kenro Video Head VH02F (Large)
KENVH02F
Base diameter: 65mm
Bush thread: 3/8”
Weight 1.06kg
Maximum load: 8kg

Technical Specifications
Maximum load (flat surface): 6kg
Maximum load (tripod mounted): 3kg
Actual length: 50cm
Movement range (flat surface): 38cm
Movement range (tripod mounted): 76cm
Dimensions: 500 x 100 x 90mm
Weight: 1.64kg
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KENTR102 KENTR103 KENTR104C KENTR201 KENTR202 KENTR401 KENTR401C KENTR501C

Material Aluminium Aluminium Carbon Fibre Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium Carbon Fibre Carbon Fibre

Number of 
sections 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4

Maximum Leg 
Diameter 25mm 22mm 25mm 25mm 27mm 28mm 28mm 30mm

Minimum Leg 
Diameter 15mm 10mm 15mm 15mm 19mm 18mm 18mm 22mm

Maximum 
Working Height 1580mm 1614mm 1635mm 1647mm 1641mm 1940mm 1870mm 1680mm

Minimum 
Working Height 220mm 385mm 220mm 237mm 250mm 205mm 205mm 262mm

Folded Length 465mm 375mm 475mm 464mm 470mm 480mm 480mm 600mm

Weight 1.39kg 1.12kg 1.44kg 1.58kg 1.88kg 2.15kg 1.93kg 2.2kg

Maximum Load 11kg 8kg 8kg 7kg 12kg 10kg 10kg 14kg

Detachable 
Monopod Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Maximum 
Monopod Height 1665mm N/A 1735mm 1723mm 1730mm 1765mm 1775mm 1740mm

Ball Head Single action Dual action Triple action Dual action Dual action Dual action Triple action Triple action

With a range of nine models encompassing everything 
from entry level, to professional, to heavy duty, Kenro’s  
tripod and monopod kits are expertly designed 
and engineered for exceptional value and 
years of good, reliable service. Manufactured 
in eight layers of high quality carbon fibre  
or in magnesium aluminium alloy, each tripod is supplied 
as a kit with convenient carry case and a matched ball 
head, and comes with a six year limited warranty. 

Designed to be compact and travel-friendly without 
compromising on stability or ease of use, these tripods 
have twist-lock legs that adjust out with stops in three 
positions for low level photography, plus a retractable 
hook underneath the centre column for attaching weights 
for added stability. With the exception of the entry-level 
model (KENTR103), all tripods are also supplied with 
both standard and short centre columns, have rubber 
and spiked feet for all kinds of terrain, and feature a 
removable leg for conversion to a monopod when space 
is at a premium.

PHOTO TRIPODS
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Karoo Ultimate  
Travel Tripod Kits
Aluminium: KENTR401 
Carbon Fibre: KENTR401C
Designed with the travelling 
photographer in mind, these multi 
award-winning Karoo Ultimate 
Travel Tripod Kits are available in 
a choice of aluminium or carbon 
fibre. These versatile travel tripod 
kits feature a pivoting centre 
column that switches between 
horizontal and vertical in seconds 
using an easy ball action.

Karoo Small  
Travel Tripod Kit
KENTR103
The smallest and lightest 
in our Karoo Travel Tripod 
range, the KENTR103 is 
light but durable, as well 
as stable in use with an 
impressive load capacity. 
This budget-friendly 
aluminium tripod features 
a two-section locking 
centre column and is 
supplied with a matched 
dual-action ball head.

Karoo Professional 
Travel Tripod Kits
Small: KENTR201 
Large: KENTR202
Karoo Professional Tripod 
Kits are available in small 
(max. load 7kg) and large 
(max. load 12kg) options. 
They are manufactured in 
high quality magnesium 
aluminium alloy. When 
not in use, the legs can be 
folded back 180 degrees, 
making these tripods 
extremely compact and  
easy to travel with.

Kenro Heavy Duty  
Travel Tripod Kit
KENTR501C
This heavy duty carbon 
fibre tripod is ultra stable in 
use and boasts a maximum 
load capacity of 14kg. 
Supplied with reversible 
standard and short centre 
columns, a durable carry 
bag and a matched triple 
action ball head, this 
versatile tripod has rubber 
and spiked feet for secure 
use in any terrain.

Kenro Standard 
Monopod Kit
KENTR301
An aluminium monopod 
for stable camera support 
in situations where it isn’t 
possible to use a tripod.

Number of sections: 4
Max. leg diameter: 26mm
Min. leg diameter: 16mm
Max. working height: 1720mm
Min. working height: 612mm
Folded length: 612mm
Weight: 0.68kg
Maximum load: 6kg
Ball head: Single action

Karoo Standard 
Travel Tripod Kits
Aluminium: KENTR102 
Carbon Fibre: KENTR104C
Our Karoo Standard Travel 
Tripod Kits are available 
in two options: aluminium 
(maximum working height 
1580mm), and carbon fibre 
(maximum working height 
1635mm). They are light 
and ultra compact for easy 
transportation, but are 
stable and durable in use. 
Supplied with both standard 
and short centre columns. 
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CARBON FIBRE 
GIMBAL HEAD

Kenro Ball Heads
These ball heads are precision manufactured in aluminium alloy and are designed for lightweight, compact and stable 
performance in use with modern cameras and tripods. All ball heads feature 3/8” fittings, a built-in spirit level and 
Arca Swiss-style quick release plate, and are supplied with fabric carry bags. They are designed to fit Kenro and other 
leading makes of camera tripods. Supplied with a 2-year UK warranty.

KENBA1 KENBB1 KENBB2 KENBC1 KENBC2 KENBC3

Ball action Dual Dual Dual Triple Triple Triple

Maximum load 5kg 6kg 8kg 6kg 8kg 12kg

Head weight 0.31kg 0.29kg 0.41kg 0.31kg 0.45kg 0.59kg

Base diameter 44mm 44mm 51mm 48mm 56mm 60mm

Manufactured in high quality carbon fibre and aluminium, 
Kenro’s KENGHC1 gimbal head is designed for use with 
large telephoto lenses and DSLR cameras. The elevated tilt 
mechanism and height-adjustable platform enable the user to 
perfectly align the tilt axis of the head with the camera / lens 
centre of gravity.

The gimbal design makes it easy to manipulate very large lenses 
around the centre of gravity. The 360-degree smooth panning 
base and swinging arm have dial indicators and separate locks, 
making this gimbal head ideal for sporting events, nature, and 
long-distance photography, especially fast-moving subjects.

Technical Specifications
Product code: KENGHC1
Maximum load: 15kg
Weight: 1.3kg
Base diameter: 65mm
Tripod bush: 3/8”
Plate: 150mm quick release Arca Swiss style
Materials: Carbon fibre and aluminium
Maximum dimensions: 236 x 89 x 251mm
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Kenro X2 Slide Viewer
KNSVX2
This easy-to-operate desktop slide viewer offers 2x 
magnification for standard 35mm mounted slides. The glass 
magnifying lens prevents distortion and provides optimum 
clarity, and you can be sure you’re viewing the image true-to-
life with the built-in LED light source.

Simply insert 2 AA batteries (not included), insert your slide, 
push down on the slide to engage the light trigger, and look 
through the magnifying lens to view. This small, lightweight 
slide viewer is compact and easy to store and transport.

Kenro X3 Slide Viewer
KNSVX3
Kenro’s X3 desktop slide viewer offers 3x magnification for 
standard 35mm film and mounted slides. The glass magnifying 
lens prevents distortion and provides optimum clarity, while 
the built-in 6500K LED light source ensures you’re viewing the 
image with true-to-life colours.

This lightweight slide viewer requires 4 AA batteries to operate 
(not included) and is simple to use, compact, and easy to store 
and transport.

Technical Specifications
Magnification: x2
Light source: LED
Power: 2 AA batteries
Compatibility: 35mm mounted slides

Technical Specifications
Magnification: x3
Light source: LED 6500K
Power: 4 AA batteries
Compatibility: 35mm film and mounted slides

Technical Specifications
Light source: 5x4” LED 5000K +/- 270K
Power: 6 AA batteries

Kenro LED Light Panel
KNSL01
This slim LED light panel from Kenro is an ideal light 
source for viewing slides, negatives and film. It can also be 
used for artwork, tracing, calligraphy, embossing, lettering 
and more. The LED light source and light-diffusing acrylic 
panel offer even distribution of light across the whole 
viewing area with no ‘hot spots’ or dim points.

The viewing area measures 5x4” (10x12.5cm) and is colour 
corrected to white daylight for accurate colours. Supplied 
with a soft case, this light weighs just 240g and is only 
14mm thick. 6 AAA batteries (not included) are required 
to operate, and power is used efficiently to prevent the 
surface of the viewing area from heating up.
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Bring old film, slides and photographs back to life in the 
digital era with one of Kenro’s three scanners. Preserve 
your old memories by converting them to JPG format 
quickly and easily, importing them to your computer ready 
to edit and enhance, and giving you those all-important 
back ups in case the originals degrade over time.

The range comprises the entry-level KNSC202 5MP USB 
scanner, the versatile KNSC301 4-in-1 scanner, and the 
small but powerful 22MP (interpolated) KNSC201. All 
Kenro scanners are supplied with a 2-year UK warranty.

FILM SCANNERS

KNSC201 KNSC202 KNSC301

Type Film and slide scanner USB film and slide scanner 4-in-1 film, slide and photo scanner

Sensor 14.0 megapixels (4416x3312)
CMOS sensor 5 megapixels CMOS sensor 5.1 megapixels CMOS sensor

Resolution 14MP / 22MP (interpolated) 5MP / 10MP (interpolated) 5MP / 10MP (interpolated)

Compatibility
35mm slides; 35mm positive and 
negative film strips; 126KPK film;  

110 film; Super8 film 

35mm slides;  
35mm positive and negative film strips

Photos 3.5x5”, 6x4” or 7x5”; standard 
business cards; 35mm negative or 
positive film strips; 35mm slides

Power source USB; DC 5V adapter USB USB; DC 5V adapter

Display Colour 2.4” TFT LCD screen None Colour 2.4” LCD screen

Memory 128MB internal; 32GB SD external None External SD card

System 
compatibility

Windows XP; Vista; Windows 7 / 8;  
Mac 10.7.3 and above

Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (32 / 64 bit);  
Mac 10.6 and above 

Windows 98; Windows XP; Vista; 
Windows 7 / 8

Weight 250g 350g 809g

Dimensions 87 x 86.5 x 102.5mm 82 x 86 x 152mm 235 x 208 x 147mm

Exposure control Automatic / manual 
(-2.0 EV to + 2.0 EV)

Automatic / manual 
(-2.0 EV to + 2.0 EV)

Automatic / manual 
(-2.0 EV to + 2.0 EV)

Colour balance Automatic / manual Automatic / manual Automatic / manual
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Kenro Film Scanner
KNSC201
This small scanner packs fantastic results into a compact unit. 
The built-in 2.4” LCD preview screen helps you to make instant 
choices on which pictures to scan, and a TV out connector gives 
the option to preview on a big screen. The unit accepts colour 
and black and white negatives, as well as mounted (maximum 
thickness 1.3mm) and unmounted slides and also has a Super 8 
insert for digitising frames from your old movies. Even 126 and 
110 size film is catered for with the included adapters.

Connect to your Windows or Mac computer via USB, or use the 
scanner as a standalone unit with the 128MB internal memory, or 
an external SD card up to 32GB (not included).  
You can make adjustments to white balance and  
exposure before scanning, using the built-in controls.  
Using a CMOS sensor, the digitised images are  
scanned at 14 megapixels (4416 x 3312) and can  
be interpolated up to 22 megapixels in JPEG format.

Kenro USB Film Scanner
KNSC202
This affordable, entry-level scanner features a 5MP 
CMOS sensor and is quick and easy to use, with just 
one button press required to scan each image.

It is simultaneously powered and connected to your 
Windows or Mac computer by USB. Simply install 
the included software, connect via the included USB 
cable and start scanning direct to your computer, with 
no need for an additional memory card.

Supplied complete with everything you need to get 
started, this comprehensive scanner kit includes the 
KNSC202 USB film scanner, a USB cable, film and 
slide holders, a cleaning brush, a software CD-ROM 
and an instruction manual. 

Kenro 4-in-1 Film & Photo Scanner
KNSC301
This versatile 4-in-1 scanner is compatible with 35mm negative 
and positive film strips, 35mm slides, standard business cards, 
and photographs 3.5x5”, 6x4” or 7x5”. 

It can be connected to your Windows computer via USB to 
transfer scanned images to the PC, or used as a standalone 
unit, saving the images onto an external SD card (not included) 
to then be transferred onto your computer at a later date 
(please note, this is the recommended method for usage with a 
Mac computer). White balance and exposure can be adjusted 
using the built-in controls before scanning to ensure that you 
get the best possible image every time.

This scanner kit contains the KNSC301 scanner, a 4-in-1 photo 
and business card scanning tray, USB cable, film holder, slide 
holder, power adapter and instruction manual. 
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Kenro’s flash series contains three 
flashgun models to suit a range 
of different purposes, including 
a standard speedflash, a mini 
speedflash and a macro ring flash.

These well-specified flash units each 
boast excellent value, a range of 
professional features and a 2-year UK 
warranty.

Whether you’re looking for a standard 
speedflash for your everyday 
photography needs, a mini speedflash 
to suit your smaller DSLR or mirrorless 
camera, or an adjustable ring flash 
for shadowless macro photography, 
Kenro has a product to suit.

FLASHGUNS

 
 
 
 
 

KFL101 KFL102 KFL201

Type Standard Speedflash Mini Speedflash Ring Flash

Guide number GN58 (ISO 100) GN32 (ISO 100) GN14 (ISO 100)

Fits available Canon & Nikon (dual fit) Canon, Nikon, Sony, 
 Micro Four Thirds, Fujifilm Canon, Nikon

Colour 
temperature 5500K 5600K 5500K

Flash modes Automatic (TTL), manual, multi,  
master, slave ,S1, S2

Automatic (TTL), manual,  multi*,  
master, slave**, S1, S2

Automatic (TTL), manual, multi  
(multi mode on Canon fit only)

Wireless distance Indoor 20-30m / Outdoor 10-15m Indoor 15m / Outdoor 10m -

Recycle time 2.3 seconds 5 seconds approx. 1-5 seconds

Power source 
(not included) 4 AA batteries 2 AA batteries 4 AA batteries

Weight 460g 150g 410g

Dimensions 200 x 70 x 65mm 110 x 65 x 35mm 135 x 53 x 68mm

Features

Manual / auto zoom 18-180mm 
High speed sync (up to 1/8000s) 

Rear curtain sync 
Built-in diffusor and reflection card 

Rotate / swivel head

3x LED modelling lamps 
High speed sync (up to 1/8000s)** 

Rear curtain sync
USB charge function
Rotate / swivel head

LED modelling lamps 
Fire flash tubes together or singly 

Rear curtain sync
Independent A:B flash ratio control 

AF assist light
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Kenro Standard Speedflash
KFL101 
(Canon & Nikon)

Designed for amateur or professional use, the Kenro 
Standard Speedflash is compatible with both Canon 
E-TTL and Nikon i-TTL systems in one unit, ideal for 
photographers who use cameras of both systems.

Featuring a guide number of GN58, on-camera TTL, high 
speed synchronisation, S1 and S2 slave functions, fast 
recycle time, auto zoom, built-in diffusor and much more, 
this great flashgun boasts everything that photographers 
need to get the best results from any shoot.

Wireless control options include 4 communication 
channels (1-4) and three slave unit groups (A-C).

Supplied with a soft carry case, softbox and flash stand, 
plus a 2-year UK warranty.

Kenro Mini Speedflash
KFL102 
(Canon / Nikon / Sony / Micro Four Thirds / Fujifilm)

Kenro Ring Flash
KFL201 
(Canon / Nikon)

Available in Canon or Nikon fit, the Kenro Macro Ring Flash is 
designed for shadow-free, close-up photography for a range of 
purposes, including scientific, industrial, medical, dental, nature 
and small product photography. Recommended operating 
distance is 20cm-5m.

It features a guide number of GN14, LED modelling lamps, and 
independent A:B power adjust functions, as well as TTL, manual 
and multi modes (multi mode on Canon fit only), rear curtain 
sync and a large, backlit LCD screen. The two flash tubes can be 
fired together or independently as required, and flash ratio can 
be controlled in 1/2 stop increments 1:8 - 1:1 - 8:1.

Supplied with eight adapter rings (40.5, 52, 55, 58, 62, 67, 72 and 
77mm), a carry case and a 2-year UK warranty.

This compact, powerful flashgun is packed with features despite its 
size. Although it is just 11cm high, this tiny flashgun has a guide number 
of GN32 (ISO 100). Without batteries, it weighs 150g, making it the 
perfect external flashgun for smaller DSLR and mirrorless cameras, and 
a useful addition to any photographer’s kit bag.

The KFL102 boasts full TTL compatibility, as well as manual and multi 
(stroboscopic)* modes, S1, S2, master and slave functions**. Small but 
versatile, it also features a bounce and swivel head, high speed** and 
rear curtain sync, a USB charge function (when used with rechargeable 
batteries – not included), a backlit LCD screen, three LED modelling 
lamps which can also be used for supplementary video lighting and a 
full daylight colour temperature of 5600K. 

Supplied with a softbox diffusor, plastic stand, carry case and instruction book.
* Multi mode not available on Fujifilm fit ** Master, slave and HSS functions only available on Canon and Nikon fits
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BINOCULARS

KNBL101 KNBL201 & 202 KNBL301 KNBL302 KNBL303

Type Ultra Compact Opera Glasses Standard Standard Zoom

Magnification 10x 3x 10x 16x 10-30x

Field of view, real (degree) 5.5 degrees 6 degrees 7 degrees 3.8 degrees 3.5 degrees

Field of view, real (m/1000m) 98m 105m 122m 66m 60m

Exit pupil diameter 2.5mm 8.3mm 5mm 3.1mm 6mm (x10) / 2mm (x30)

Close focus distance 4m - 9m 12m 14m

Diopter adjustment -3/+3 - -4/+4 -4/+4 -2/+2

Interpupillary distance 56-76mm - 56-74mm 56-74mm 56-74mm

Dimensions 115 x 45 x 72mm 100 x 55 x 30mm 180 x 190 x 62mm 174 x 192 x 62mm 230 x 210 x 75mm

Weight 254g 170g 840g 820g 1030g

Objective lens diameter 25 25 50 50 60

Prism system Gallilean BK7 Gallilean BK7 Porro Prism BK7 Porro Prism BK7 Porro Prism BK7

Lens and prism coating - - Fully coated Fully coated Fully coated

Adapt to tripod No No Yes Yes Yes

Kenro’s six-strong range of binoculars features 
everything from elegant and stylish opera glasses, 
to powerful zoom binoculars with up to 30x 
magnification. Whether you need an ultra compact 
pair of binoculars that slip easily into a pocket, or 
a sturdy and powerful pair of traditional standard 
binoculars, there’s something in the Kenro range to 
meet your needs.

A 2-year UK warranty is supplied as standard with 
every pair of binoculars.
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Kenro Ultra Compact Binoculars 10x25
KNBL101
Easy to carry around and quick to set up, Kenro’s ultra 
compact binoculars are small and lightweight enough to 
tuck away in a pocket. They feature 10x magnification using 
Galilean BK7 prism glass for the best image quality, making 
them ideal for hikes and nature walks, or for feeling closer 
to the action at sporting or live music events.

They weigh just 245g and are supplied in a soft carry pouch 
with a belt loop for easy access and scratch-free storage.

In the box: Ultra compact binoculars, soft carry pouch with 
belt loop, cleaning cloth, instruction manual, neck strap

Kenro Standard Binoculars
10x50: KNBL301 16x50: KNBL302
Kenro standard binoculars are available in a choice of 10x 
magnification or 16x magnification, and use the Porro prism 
system with BK7 glass for superior image quality with no 
vignetting around the edge of the view. These traditional 
style, classic binoculars are equally at home on country 
walks or at sea, ideal for birdwatching, stadium sports or 
wildlife expeditions. The ergonomic rubberised casing offers 
shock protection and perfect grip, and front and end caps 
are provided with a soft carry case for scratch protection.

In the box: Standard binoculars, soft carry case, front and 
end caps, cleaning cloth, instruction manual, neck strap

Kenro Opera Glasses
Black: KNBL201 White: KNBL202
Bring the action closer with these beautifully crafted opera 
glasses from Kenro, available in a choice of black and gold 
or white and gold. Their 3x magnification is ideal for theatre 
and equine events, and they feature Galilean BK7 prism 
glass for the best image quality.

These stylishly finished opera glasses weigh just 170g and 
are supplied with a soft leatherette pouch to keep them 
protected and scratch-free in handbags and pockets.

In the box: Opera glasses, leatherette drawstring pouch, 
cleaning cloth, instruction manual

Kenro Zoom Binoculars 10-30x60
KNBL303
These versatile, practical binoculars feature adjustable 
magnification from 10-30x, with plenty of detail in the high 
power range and a wider field of view in the lower power 
range. Despite their power, they are still compact enough to 
carry around for long periods, and adaptable to a range of 
situations. They use the Porro prism system with BK7 glass 
for superior image quality with no unsightly vignetting. The 
ergonomic, rubberised casing offers shock protection and 
perfect grip, and front and end caps are provided along with a 
soft carry case for scratch protection in storage and in transit.

In the box: Zoom binoculars, soft carry case, front and end 
caps, cleaning cloth, instruction manual, neck strap
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CAMERA ACCESSORIES

Screen Protector for 
Digital Camera
TD110
3 clear film overlays 
100x800m which can be 
cut to size and attached to 
a screen to protect from 
scratches and reduce glare. 
Includes applicator and 
cleaning wipes.

Magic Cleaning Cloth
MR107
A white, ultrafine 
microfibre cloth for 
optimum softness 
measuring 31x38cm. 
For cleaning lenses 
and optical equipment 
without smearing.

Blower Brush – 
Medium Size
MR102
A traditional blower brush 
for cleaning dirt and 
debris from cameras and 
lenses. Squeeze the bulb 
for a gentle puff of air, and 
use the brush to sweep 
particles away.

Hurricane Blower
MR115
This hurricane blower uses 
a double valve system to 
produce a powerful jet of 
air for blowing dust and 
fluff from cameras and 
lenses without needing to 
touch the equipment.

Kenro Universal Charger
KNCH02
The Kenro Universal Charger is incredibly versatile and charges the 
majority of standard batteries, as well as battery-powered devices 
that charge via USB. Featuring automatically controlled fast / trickle 
charging, it controls the charge accurately to ensure that batteries 
charge swiftly and fully. This charger also has reverse polarity and 
defective battery detection, as well as short circuit prevention.

This unit will charge: 3.6-3.7V / 7.2-7.4V Li-ion battery packs,  
1-2 NiMh / NiCd AA or AAA batteries, square batteries for 
camcorders and digital cameras, as well as MP3 / MP4  
devices, smartphones, tablets and more via the USB port. 

Supplied with a 2-year UK warranty.

Technical Specifications
AC input voltage: 100-240V AC

DC input voltage: 12V DC 1000mA

Battery size: AA/AAA NiMh / 3.6-3.7V or 7.2-7.4 Li-ion

Li-ion charge output rating: 3.6-3.7V 700mA / 7.2-7.4V 700mA

NiMh / NiCd output rating: 2 x 1.4V 1000mA max / -dv: 10mv

USB output rating: 5V DC 500mA

Other features: Reverse polarity detection; short circuit 
prevention; bad battery detection

Package contents: Universal charger, AC power adapter,  
DC car cord, instruction manual
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ARCHIVAL PRODUCTS

Standard Ringbinder – Unprinted
KEN127PL
This black ringbinder is suitable 
for professional use and features a 
4-ring mechanism, with a capacity of 
approximately 30 pages depending 
on whether slides or negatives are 
being stored. Designed for use with 
Kenro KNF negative pages.

Standard Ringbinder & Slipcase
KEN130
Kenro’s hardwearing, unprinted black 
ringbinder (KEN127PL) supplied with 
a matching slipcase for maximum 
protection against dust, especially 
where long term storage is required. 
Designed for use with Kenro KNF 
negative pages.

Ringbinder for TKP Pages
Ringbinder: TKP01 
Photo pages: TKP111
This 3-ring mechanism ringbinder is 
attractively finished in marled blue 
and holds up to 30 TKP111 photo 
pages. These acid-free, photo safe 
white pages each hold 8 photos 6x4” 
and are supplied in packs of 10.

Negative File Pages
Available in translucent paper (supplied with data index 
card) or transparent acetate (acid and chlorine free, 
suitable for long term film storage). These side-loading 
pages hold either 7 strips of 35mm film, or 4 strips of 
120mm film, depending on the option chosen.

Negative Bags
Manufactured from acid-free 
translucent glazed paper, these 
negative storage bags are 
supplied in bulk for use in labs 
and photo developing mini labs.

Clear Fronted Bags
Supplied bulk packed in  
boxes of 500 for use in the 
trade, these photo storage 
bags are ideal for delivering 
photo prints and have clear 
fronts with white paper backs.

Acetate (35mm)
Pack of 25
Pack of 100
Pack of 1300

KNF11
KNF17
KNF04/A

NB002
NB003
NB006
NB007
NB009
NG010
NG011
NB012

NB020 
NB021
NB022

NB023 
NB024
NB025

2.75x2.75” for 6x6cm
2.75x3.75” for 6x9cm
4.25x5.25” for 4x5”
5.5x7.5” for 5x7”
8.5x10.5” for 8x10”
10.5x12.5” for 10x12”
12.5x16.5” for 12x16”
17x21” for 16x20”

5.5x6”
8x6”
7.5x10”

8.5x10.5”
10.5x13”
12.25x17”

Pack of 1000
Pack of 1000
Pack of 1000
Pack of 1000
Pack of 500
Pack of 500
Pack of 500
Pack of 250

Paper (35mm)
Pack of 25
Pack of 100
Pack of 1300

KNF08
KNF15
KNF02/A

35mm film 120mm film

Acetate (120mm)
Pack of 25
Pack of 100
Pack of 1300

KNF10
KNF16
KNF03/A

Paper (120mm)
Pack of 25
Pack of 100
Pack of 1300

KNF07
KNF14
KNF01/A
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KENAIR
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The New Eco Friendly Kenair Air Duster uses an Ultra 
Low Global Warming Potential (GWP) Propellant. 
Kenro is one of the first companies to utilise this 
product technology in an Air Duster. The new product 
has a similar performance to the original, but with the 
additional benefit of a lower GWP (Global Warming 
Potential). The Eco Friendly Kenair is ozone friendly and 
complies with the latest EU regulations on fluorinated 
gases (EU No. 517 /2014).

Kenair emits a powerful controllable jet of gas. It is used 
to blow dust, fluff, lint, grit or other unwanted debris 
from surfaces or cavities. It is used extensively as a 
high performance cleaner for photo, video, computer 
and electronic equipment, and is also used generally in 
industry, engineering, maintenance, by hobbyists and a 
host of other applications. 

A dust vac attachment is available separately to convert 
the blower into a mini vacuum cleaner, allowing it to suck 
small particles and debris into an attached chamber.

Order codes
KENR01 Kenair Master Kit (360ml + valve)
KENR02 Kenair Aerosol 360ml
KENRO4 Kenair Actuator Valve
TD122  Dust Vac Attachment

Kenair Anti-Reflect 400ml
KENR07
Kenair Anti-Reflect spray reduces reflections and glare 
in product photography. The Full Matt product is ideal 
for use in photographing highly reflective surfaces such 
as glass and mirrors. Versions of the Kenair Anti-Reflect 
specifically for black or white reflective surfaces are also 
available. Easy to wipe off after use with a soft, dry cloth.
Order codes
KENR07 Kenair Anti-Reflect Full Matt
KENR07B Kenair Anti-Reflect Black
KENR07W Kenair Anti-Reflect White

Kenair Lens Cleaner 150ml
KENR013
This high quality 150ml aerosol cleans, polishes  
and demists camera lenses and optical equipment of 
all kinds.

The lens cleaner is suitable for use on glass, mirrors, 
Perspex, ceramic and porcelain, camera lenses 
and optical instrument lenses, plus most plastics. 
This product must not be sprayed directly onto 
VDUs or photocopiers, and is also not suitable for  
polycarbonate lenses.

Kenair Clean Air Duster & Master Kit
Eco-Friendly Formulation

Dust Vac 
Attachment 
TD122
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